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Purpose

Whether you want to enjoy the 
various arts or want to relax and 
dine, our performance and living 
space immerses guests into the arts 
and culture of Ringling and Sarasota 
in 
whole new way.



Concept Statement
The concept is to create a relaxing atmosphere that 
showcases the innovative ideas, talent, and art of Ringling 
College, and allows students, faculty, staff and visitors to 
enjoy during their visit or stay at the college campus. 

The space will bring to life the beachy community 
Sarasota is known for and creates a tranquil space, with a 
jellyfish motif that plays throughout the design, to 
represent calmness and peace.

This concept originated by thinking about what Sarasota 
was known for as a community, beaches, as well as art. 
This design makes the space not only a relaxing oceanic 
space but an art piece on its own. 

The elements and principles of art and design that will be 
used to support and reinforce this concept are space, 
color, shape, and movement.



Client Analysis

We started this project by 
examining our clients history, 

values, and goals. 
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Client Analysis: 
Background 

Ringling College has welcomed students from all over 
the world, for almost 90 years, since it opened in 1931. 
Ringling offers unique learning experiences and 
environments to help make their art students successful, 
which the college calls “The Ringling Effect”. The college 
is always evolving in new ways to showcase art, and 
improve their technology and facilities and spaces to 
modernize and evolve constantly (“About Us”). 



We Then Created A Plan

Goal  4

Create spaces 
that are timeless

Goal 2

Create spaces to welcome guests, 
and invite them to be part of the 
Ringling experience

Goal 3

Create spaces that are modern, 
and can serve as an art piece on 
their own

Goal 1

Create new innovative 
experiences that 
immerse guests

GOALS



To Achieve These Goals We 
Designed Spaces that...

● Utilized innovative technology such as projections, 
lighting, and panoramic screens in our dome 
experience to create new and innovative ways for 
guests to be immersed and experience the arts.

● Are modern and incorporate design elements and 
characteristics of the school, and also what the 
community is known for.

● Invite people to be involved and come together.



Site Analysis

We then started examining 
the location for this project.
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Site Analysis

Landscape, 
Surrounding areas 
and street pattern 

and hierarchy

Flood risk, rainfall, 
sun direction, etc.

Age and crimeLocation

Climate

Cultural



Location

● The surrounding areas of this lot are the Bayou Studios, and the Academic Center 
across the street.

● The surrounding areas include modern and Floridan spanish style architecture.

● Street pattern and hierarchy is that there is only one road that is fairly quiet, but can 
be dangerous when students are crossing because of the curved corner of the 
road, and speed of some drivers



Climate
● Average 

perception is 14-
20% chance, in the 
summer months it 
has a much higher 
daily chance, 
usually at least a 
50% chance of 
faily rain.

● Most months have 
a average of 4” of 
rainfall, but during 
the summer 
months it can 
range from 6-9”

Precipitation



Climate
● There is not a lot of 

shade in the space, and 
it gets direct sunlight.

● The land is flat, and the 
Bayou could potentially 
flood, which may cause 
potential damages to 
the area.

● Sarasota has a medium 
risk of flash flood 
based on the FFP
(Flash Flood Point 
Index ), but it has a 
high risk based on SoVI 
( Social Vulnerability 
Index ).

Flash Flood and Sun Orientation



Climate
● Temperatures 

throughout the year 
can range from 53 as 
a low, to 90. 

● The lowest 
temperature in this 
area is often 39, with 
the highest of 93. 

● In all it is generally 
warm.

● It also is generally 
muddy and humid in 
Sarasota, but can be 
less humid depending 
on the season.

Temperature and Humidity



Cultural 

Age: Mostly college students, adults, and seniors, 
(but can vary from children-seniors, depending on 
visitors).

Most people at the school either work, live there, or 
visit for art exhibitions/showcases.



How Might 
We…?

Cultural
How might we cater to all 

audiences that are part of the 
Ringling and Sarasota community?

Location
How might we create a 

accessible performance and 
living space?

Climate
How might we create a outdoor 

performance space, while still 
protecting the guests from the 

natural elements?

Community
How might we create a 
design that reflects the 

values of the Ringling and 
Sarasota Community?



Site Plan



Performance Space

A place that not only welcomes and 
invites guests to enjoy and watch or view 
the arts and performers, but serves as an 

art piece of its own, and represents 
Sarasota’s beachy community, and 

Ringlings art community as well.
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Initial Concept Sketches: 
Performance Space



Initial Concept Sketches: 
Performance Space



Initial Concept Sketches: 
Performance Space



Initial Concept Sketches: 
Performance Space



Initial Concept Sketches: 
Stairs/ Ramp 



Final Concept Sketches: 
Performance Space



Performance Space Thumbnails



Final Perspective Drawing



Perspective Drawing: Dome Experience



Performance: Elevations



Performance Space



Performance Space



Performance Space



Performance Space



Performance Space



Performance Space: Seating



Pathing

The pathing connects the performance and 
the living space through the continuation of 

the theme and color palette. 
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Pathing Layout



Pathing



Pathing: Detail



Living Space

The living space is for guests to be 
immersed in the relaxing beachy feeling of 

Sarasota, while still reflecting Ringling’s 
love for the arts.
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Initial Concept Sketches: 
Living Space

Singular curved building Multiple curves, adding more 
flow and dimension

Adding more flow, allowing 
guests to move from one 
space to the next more 
seamlessly



Initial Concept Sketches: 
Living Space

Started focusing on the roof, front facade, flow/shape 



Eventually….



Final Concept Sketches: 
Living Space



Living Space: Elevations



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space: Pool



Living Space: Pool



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space



Living Space: Pool Area



Final



Final



Final



Final



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
and infographics & images by Freepik. 

THANKS!

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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